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Once upon a time…
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How we engage with our customers 
has changed, but their expectations 

haven’t…
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The challenge: make digital more 
personable



Where do we start?
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Business Goals

Technical Solutions

Today, we start here. 
Identify a business problem, 
Come up with a technical solution, 
Ask “Who can we get to work on 
this?”
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Business Goals

Technical Solutions Customer Problems

Ideally, we should start with 
Customer Insights, identifying 
customer problems, that 
become the framework of our 
roadmaps. Then, we align those 
to business needs, and 
technical capabilities.



It’s inefficient to focus on narrow 
business problems, instead of 

customer pain points



Solve your customer’s problems, 
and they will solve your business 

problems



How do we do that? 



Customer Insights from the Design 
Analytics organization



Deliver advanced insights in a 
consumable manner and 

provide a voice for external and 
internal customers

Design Analytics Mission
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Partners: User Experience | Product Management | Regional Business Teams | Quality | Digital Tools | Marketing

Tools: Adobe Target | SiteCatalyst | Data Workbench | Ad hoc analytics | Clicktale 
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Product 
Management

Business
Intelligence

Experimentation

Development
Project 

Management

Data Mgmt & 
Visualization

Experimentation as a product



Business problem: We need 
a product advisor

Customer problem: I need to 
upgrade an old machine, 

what should I buy?



Can we “talk” to them?
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It’s a start…
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but is it enough?



It’s hard to tell
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8.40% 5.08%

3.93% 3.08%

4.66% 3.74%

00:02:2 00:02:3



Standard metrics are not telling us 
much…



We don’t understand the behavior
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How are customers engaging with 
the feature?



Let’s set up workspaces to monitor 
the pages
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We need to visualize the data to 
make it impactful
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Drill into the different paths and 
where customers are searching for 

information
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Business problem: We need 
to sell more gaming 

products

Customer problem: I don’t 
know why I should buy your 

gaming products?



Are we communicating a value 
prop?
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Can we expect to sell a gaming 
product just like any other product?
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Pretty cool content. Is it working?



We’ll start by analyzing in Analytics
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Let’s watch what customers are 
doing
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Clearly interested in gaming, 
scanning through a lot of content
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Decided maybe they need to look at 
Alienware
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Getting closer to making a decision
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So…did it work out?
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As you head back home, 
remember…



Your customer’s expectations are 
more important than your own



Solve your customer’s problems, 
and they will solve your business 

problems



You have to dig into customer 
behavior to really understand what’s 

happening on your site
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Take the Survey for a chance to win!
(Survey section of the mobile app)

$10 Starbucks 
Card

SESSION PRIZE 
one per session

Day 1
Bash 

Experience

Day 2
Signed Sports 
Memorabilia

Day 3
Bose 

Home Speaker



To ask more questions or learn more, 
stop by the Clicktale booth #323


